Cautionary and Warning Statements
•
•
•
•
•

This kit is designed and intended for educational purposes only.
Use only under the direct supervision of an adult who has read and
understood the instructions provided in this user guide.
Read warnings on packaging and in manual carefully.
Always exercise caution when using sharp tools.
Always follow the N.A.R. Model Rocket Safety Code on page 16.
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owners.
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Rockets
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Design and build your own model rocket! With modern propellants, the easyto-follow instructions in this booklet, and a little knowledge of rocketry, you can
build a miniature rocket that travels higher and more accurately than the early
rockets made by pioneers of the craft!
Who knows? You may find rocketry so compelling that you select it as a career.
That would be a good thing because jobs in the aerospace industry – for engineers, computer programmers, synthetic materials developers, and biologists – are
really taking off!

Model rockets are launched just
like real ones: with electrical
ignition, a launching tower, a
countdown, and a recovery system.
All this makes it more exciting,
safe, and realistic.

From their beginning as ceremonial fireworks in
ancient China to their eventual adoption as instruments of war, rockets have a history of cascading
necessity, the exploited quickly becoming the exploiter
as the new technology was adopted by Mongols,
Indians, Arabs, Europeans, English, North Americans,
and Latin Americans. However, by the middle of the
nineteenth century, advances in conventional artillery,
such as the breech-loading rifle, Bessemer steel cannons, and iron-clad ships, made rockets an expensive
and ineffective weapon.
Many nonmilitary uses were experimental and
had limited success. For example, the international
whaling industry tried rocket-powered, explosivetipped harpoons after 1815, but the devices were
abandoned after they proved more likely to frighten
off the whales. More successful were the lifesaving
rockets that launched a lifeline from shore to sinking

An ancient Chinese legend reports the
use of rockets as a form of transportation. With the help of assistants, Chinese
adventurer Wan Hu strapped himself
into a chair to which 42 rockets had
been attached. A moment after the
fuses were lit, a terrible roar was heard,
accompanied by billowing smoke. When
the air cleared, Wan Hu and his flying
chair were gone – for good apparently,
because neither was ever found. This
episode ended for centuries man’s desire
to use rockets as a means of travel.

Not long ago, rocket-powered
backpacks existed only in
comics and movies. Now they
provide emergency free-flying
mobility for a spacewalker who
has become detached from his
or her spacecraft. Who knows
what exciting new things
scientists will develop
in the future?
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A Little History

ships and camera-carrying rockets that introduced aerial
photography. Other suggested uses for rockets included
illuminating battlefields, inducing rain, hurling rope and
chain across rivers to build bridges, and transporting telephone lines over long distances.
If rockets failed to capture the imagination of the
military, there was seemingly no end to what they could
accomplish in science fiction. Writers Jules Verne, H.G.
Wells, and Hermann Oberth spun tales of travel to outer
space and the Moon using rockets and inspired the youth
of the era, including modern rocket pioneers Robert H.
Goddard and Werner von Braun. Both abroad and in
the United States, individuals joined rocket clubs and
attempted to develop more powerful fuels that would
propel rockets with more velocity, and less flame, noise,
and smoke than gunpowder. Those experiments led to the
development of liquid-fuel propellants and the reusable
rocket boosters used in today’s space exploration programs.
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The red glare of fiery
rockets in the War of
1812 inspired Francis
Scott Key to write the
words that became the
national anthem of
the United States, The
Star Spangled Banner.
Key was detained on
a ship overnight during the shelling of
Fort McHenry, one
of the forts defending
Baltimore. In the morning, he was so delighted
to see the American flag
still flying over the fort
that he wrote a poem to
commemorate the occasion. The actual flag,
shown above, resides
in the Smithsonian
Institution.

The International Space Station is possible
because of rockets. Rockets launch the space
shuttles that carry astronauts, space station
components, and supplies into orbit.

Rocket Parts
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Gummed Tape Airframe

Engine Mount Assembly
Solid Fuel Engine

Launching Lug

Starter

Stabilizing Fins
Spacer Rings
Engine Lock

Starter Plug

Figure 1

The first use of rockets to explore space occurred in the
imagination of a writer named Jules Verne. In 1865, he
wrote From the Earth to the Moon and in 1870, he
wrote Around the Moon. Both books described space
travel in extremely accurate detail 100 years before it
actually occurred! Verne described the roar of the blastoff, weightlessness in space, reentry into the atmosphere,
and splashdown into the ocean in his harrowing tales of
early adventurers in space.

Construct the Airframe
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The airframe, pictured below, is the body of the rocket.
The finished airframe length is 11" and is constructed of three layers:
• An inner layer of regular paper
• A middle layer of gummed tape that runs lengthwise
• An outer layer of gummed tape that spirals down the tube
Gather:
• Plastic tube
• Printer paper
• Glue
• Glue dauber

• Damp sponge
• Gummed paper tape
• Scissors
• Launch lug or 3-1/4"-long paper straw

1. First Layer: Place the plastic tube at one
long edge of the typing paper. Roll the Caution: The plastic tube must be
pulled out of the finished airframe.
paper and tube together so the paper
Make sure that no paper, tape, or
winds tightly around the tube. When
glue adheres to the plastic tube.
the tube is approximately 1" from the
end of the paper, stop and apply a narrow bead of glue along the edge of
the paper (Figure 2). Spread the glue
with the dauber and continue rolling the tube to press the glued edge
firmly to the typing paper. Use the
damp sponge to remove any extra
glue.
2. Second Layer: Cut off an 11" piece
of the 3"-wide gummed tape.
Dampen the sticky side with the
sponge and press it lengthwise along
the airframe.
3. Third Layer: Locate the remaining 18" of gummed tape. Cut one
end at a 45° angle. Dampen the
gummed tape with the sponge.
Wrap the tape around the plastic
tube at an angle as shown so it spirals down the airframe (Figure 3).

Figure 2

Figure 3

